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Abstract – Highly intensive and dynamic last mile retail operations are used every day to fulfil demand 
inside urban regions. Considering these distribution logistics, the transportation via trucks is mainly 
based on internal combustion engines burning fossil fuels. To accelerate the transition towards the use 
of electrical transport in urban regions, the Dutch government decided to introduce zero emission 
zones. Considering the integration of electrical transport in retail operations, the main challenge has 
to do with the operational costs. Current route optimisation for the transport planning of supermarket 
chains does not include charging logistics of e-vehicles. The choice for a specific type of charging and 
the charging behaviour come together in a charging strategy. Although the choice for a charging 
strategy has been investigated for single e-vehicles, research is lacking that considers the additional 
complexities of an e-vehicle fleet.  

This study will add to research by optimising the charging logistics of an e-truck fleet used in 
the daily retail operations of a case supermarket with a mixed integer linear program (MILP). Based on 
an analogy with a vehicle routing problem, this continuous time model takes an existing optimised 
transport planning as input and schedules charging sessions of an e-truck fleet around four fast 
chargers at a fixed distribution centre. The aim of the model is to schedule these sessions as much as 
possible during the night and daytime breaks of the driver. This way, the charging strategies needed 
for continuous transport operations are determined and operational costs are minimized. Experiments 
are done with a short and long term scenario making use of up to 14 and 25 e-trucks, respectively, to 
fulfil demand in (a varying number of) zero emission zones. The outcomes show that a combination of 
charging strategies is needed to allow for continuous transport operations with an e-truck fleet 
because of the variety and division of distances in the transport planning. Although most charging 
sessions can be scheduled overnight (downtime charging) or during breaks of drivers (opportunity 
charging), some require additional waiting time for the drivers (intrusive charging).  

The findings of this study can be generalised for all retail companies that will integrate (more) 
e-vehicles in daily operations following the provided road map. Remaining model limitations are the 
result of assumptions to provide a charging schedule per date which excludes some e-trucks arriving 
around midnight and results in less charging time for e-trucks that leave later during the (next) day; 
the run time which increases quickly with the number of e-trucks and the amount of energy that e-
trucks need during the day; and the sensitivity to delays which happen regularly in retail operations. 
Therefore, this research leaves the opportunity to investigate charging logistics for a continuous 
transport planning and for longer individual trips. Furthermore, factors to decrease the run time and 
the influence of self-produced solar and wind energy on the charging costs can be investigated. 


